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Flow Studio's Leap Motion Enabled Apps Midnight Out Now
Published on 07/23/13
Independent developer, Flow Studio today introduces Midnight, their second Leap Motion
controlled application for Mac OS X and Windows. Midnight is a beautiful and responsive
interactive particle visualizer that puts a laser light show at your fingertips. Hover
your fingers above the Leap Motion Controller to send bursts of light across the midnight
sky. Particle shapes, colors, and movements animate and react differently based on the
number of fingers you use.
Prague, Czech Republic - Independent developer, Flow Studio is announcing release of
second Leap Motion controlled application Midnight. An interactive particle visualizer
that puts a laser light show at your fingertips is available for PC and Mac today.
Midnight is a beautiful and responsive particle system that you can control with your hand
and fingers in a very natural way. Hover your fingers above the Leap Motion Controller to
send bursts of light across the midnight sky. Particle shapes, colors, and movements
animate and react differently based on the number of fingers you use. You can even freeze
the motion and rotate the mass of light in three dimensions.
Jan Ilavsky, the app's creator, explains his vision: "Midnight is the kind of outer space
escape that leaves you feeling calm and powerful. If you're looking for a Zen-like
reprieve, Midnight certainly gets the job done." This sublime user experience is supported
with gentle piano music and subtle sound effects.
Interactions:
* One Finger - Stars Scatter in All Directions
* Two Fingers - Stars Rotate Around the Center
* Three Fingers - Two Rotating Spherical Masses
* Four Fingers - Rotating 3D Energy Cube
* Five Fingers - Hand Controlled Bullet Time
Features:
* Stunning 3D visuals created with your fingers
* Interactive ambient music reflecting your movements
* Capture and share your artwork with friends
Midnight sells for $1.99 (USD) for PC and Mac. Minimum requirements are Windows 7 or Mac
OS X 10.6, i3 2GHz, a graphics card with DirectX 9 or higher, 2GB of RAM, and 60MB HDD
space.
Flow Studio:
http://www.flowstudiogames.com
Midnight:
https://airspace.leapmotion.com/apps/midnight
YouTube Video:
http://youtu.be/oGfWXM8Hox0
Screenshot 1:
http://imageshack.us/a/img571/2896/ceqp.png
Screenshot 2:
http://img836.imageshack.us/img836/9661/uilp.png
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Press Kit (zip):
http://www.flowstudiogames.com/Midnight_presskit.zip

Flow Studio is an independent team based in Prague's TechSquare. Richard Horin and Petr
Fodor founded the studio in 2011 so they could lose themselves in the flow experience of
making games - a feeling of immersion, energized focus, and prolonged enjoyment that they
hope to pass along to players. Flow's first iOS game, Power of Logic, has had 2M
downloads, earned a 4.5-star user rating among App Store users, and received the FWA's
prestigious Mobile of the Day award. Learn more about Flow at the company's website.
Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Flow Studio. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh
and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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